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Summary of Review

RAND’s recent evaluation attempts to determine the New Leaders principal preparation program’s impact on student test scores, concluding that New Leader principals are slightly more effective, albeit only for certain grade levels, subject areas, and districts. But the study’s overall conclusion is problematic for at least eight reasons. First, the effect sizes are quite small—less than 2 percentile points in the lower grades, where the data allow for more reliable analyses—and the study’s results are more mixed than its bottom-line conclusion would suggest. Indeed, most of the results find no statistically significant impact of New Leader principals on student test scores, and there were nearly as many negative findings as positive ones. Also, the study fails to acknowledge the extant research on the limitations of the study’s value-added model (VAM) with school fixed effects approach. Additionally, problems include a failure to control for the same variables in each VAM, for peer effects, or for the scores of student stayers and leavers. The study also failed to discuss the potential impact of changes in the way student achievement was measured in the districts or to explore how the distribution of school-level scores might have influenced the results. Yet in the face of these problems and limitations, this study implies—incorrectly—that it can offer a valid causal determination that the New Leaders principals had a small positive effect on student test scores.
I. Introduction

Over the past decade, researchers and policymakers have increasingly focused on the importance of principals in improving student outcomes, particularly as measured by changes in student test scores. A small but growing body of research, in fact, concludes that principals have an important impact on student test scores independent of the other factors affecting achievement.¹

This increased interest in school leader effectiveness has sparked attentiveness to the quality of the programs that prepare school leaders.² For example, organizations like the National Conference of State Legislatures³ and the Center for American Progress⁴ have called for the creation and adoption of principal preparation program (PPP) accountability systems to mirror those being created for teacher preparation programs. While such calls do not focus on test-based accountability exclusively, the impact of PPP graduates on K-12 students’ test scores is a primary component of many proposed systems.

Issues associated with a lack of data and inadequate statistical methods, however, have made the evaluation of PPPs exponentially more difficult than evaluations of teacher preparation programs.⁵ Undeterred by both the paucity of extant research on how to best evaluate PPPs and the methodological weaknesses of existing studies, several states (including Florida, Ohio, Massachusetts, and New York) have developed PPP evaluation systems that use metrics such as graduates’ effectiveness in improving student achievement, principal placement rates, and the retention rates of graduates in leadership positions as indicators of program efficacy.

A recently released RAND report, Preparing Principals to Raise Student Achievement: Implementation and Effects of the New Leaders Program in Ten Districts,⁶ takes on the monumental task of evaluating the effectiveness of the New Leaders (NL) principal preparation program. The New Leaders program, a non-profit organization founded in 2000 by a team of social entrepreneurs and based in New York City, says its mission is to improve student outcomes by preparing effective leaders and improving the working conditions of principals.⁷
The RAND evaluation relied on the work of a large team of researchers, including Susan Gates, Laura Hamilton, Paco Martorell, Susan Burkhauser, Paul Heaton, Ashley Pierson, Matthew Baird, Mirka Vuollo, Jennifer J. Li, Diana Lavery, Melody Harvey, and Kun Gu. The evaluation was based primarily on a statistical analysis of student achievement data. In addition, the evaluators collected qualitative data through surveys of principals and case studies of beginning principals.

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Report

The report’s primary conclusion is that “students who attended schools led by New Leaders principals experienced slightly larger achievement gains on average than similar students in schools led by non-New Leaders principals” (p. xviii). This over-arching conclusion is divided into findings for the lower grades (grades 3 through 8) and high schools. With respect to the lower grades, the study asserts,

spending three or more years in a school with a New Leaders principal was associated with achievement gains that translate into a change of 0.7 to 1.3 percentile points for a typical student in mathematics and reading (p. xviii).

At the high school level, the study claims,

students in schools where the New Leaders principal had three or more years of tenure experienced gains in reading achievement of about 3 percentile points in reading but no significant difference in mathematics (p. xviii).

The report does list some limitations of the effort. In particular, it cautions about drawing conclusions about the efficacy of the program because New Leaders principals were more likely to remain in their positions for three or more years and research suggests principal tenure is positively associated with student outcomes.8

III. The Report’s Rationale for Its Findings and Conclusions

The conclusions about the effectiveness of New Leaders principals are based on a relatively sophisticated value-added model (VAM) analysis of student test scores in 10 districts employing at least five New Leaders principals. Specifically, based on the VAM results pooled across grade levels and tests within each site and then pooled again across sites, the study claims that the small and positive effect sizes indicate that principals prepared by New Leaders are slightly more effective than other principals in these districts.

Yet, not only were the effect sizes quite small, there were some statistically significant negative findings; moreover, there were as many districts with negative NL impacts as there were with positive NL impacts. The results, then, were not very consistent across years, grade levels, and sites, and the positive results were very small.
Further, the results are based entirely on the unexamined assumption that the statistical approach employed in the study yields accurate estimates of principal effectiveness. As will be discussed below, extant research\(^9\) concludes that no known statistical approach can accurately identify the independent effect of principals on test scores apart from the myriad number of other factors that influence test scores.

**IV. The Report’s Use of Research Literature**

Despite the six pages of references on whether principals influence student outcomes and the avenues through which principals influence student outcomes, this study ignores the available research on the characteristics of effective principal preparation programs, evaluations of efforts to estimate principal effectiveness, and studies related to the evaluation of PPPs. These are critical omissions—particularly with respect to the evaluation of principal effectiveness—because the literature in these areas goes to the very heart of the study. Indeed, while the research base on evaluating efforts to estimate principal effectiveness on test scores is not particularly voluminous, all of the existing studies\(^\text{10}\) convincingly argue that current statistical approaches cannot disentangle the impact of principals on changes in student test scores from other factors. Thus, such estimates are not particularly accurate.

**V. Review of the Report’s Methods**

At the lower grade level, the statistical methods employed in this study are superior to most evaluations of principal or PPP effectiveness. At the high school level, the cross-sectional nature of the analysis makes the approach particularly problematic since longitudinal data from the same cohort of students is necessary to accurately estimate changes in student outcomes.

Both sets of analyses employed a number of commonly used control variables at both the student- and school-levels. Importantly, both sets of analyses controlled for the unobserved characteristics of students and schools through student and school fixed effects, respectively. There is widespread consensus that estimates of principal effectiveness should employ a school fixed effects approach since important unobserved school characteristics likely influence student outcomes.\(^\text{11}\)

Essentially, 10 different student-level VAMs were employed at the lower grade level, and the results were aggregated to the school level within each site. In general, these VAMs controlled for student characteristics such as participation in the federal free and reduced-price lunch program (FRPL), English as a Second Language (ESL) or Limited English Proficiency (LEP) status, participation in special education, and being over-aged relative to one’s peers. School characteristics generally included the average percentages of FRPL, ESL, LEP, special education, White, African American, Hispanic, and Asian students as
well as the number of students in the school, indicators of special types of schools (charter or magnet), and the start-up year of the school. Finally, all 10 analyses of lower grades included grade effects, school-year effects, and school-level effects.

Only five sites had enough New Leaders principals and available data to be included in the high school analyses. As with the lower grade analyses, the high school analyses employed separate VAMs for each site. These VAMs generally included the same student and school control variables as the VAMs at the lower grade level.

While this study arguably uses the most appropriate statistical approach to estimating a principal's effect on test scores, evaluation of such efforts indicate that the final comparison of NL principals with other principals rests upon the idiosyncratic nature of the small number of relationships between principals at a given point in time and the principals employed in the same school or in a school within the principal's connected network of school at another point in time.¹²

Specifically, as the study notes, the use of school fixed effects forces the estimates of the effectiveness of principals employed at a given point in time to be compared with the estimates of effectiveness of two sets of principals: first, the principals immediately preceding or following the principal in the same school and, second, the set of principals connected to these preceding and following principals employed in other schools.

Under this approach, the comparison group for a principal would necessarily be a small number of other individuals—often only one or two other principals.¹³ For example, as shown in Figure 1, let us assume Principal A worked in School X and then transferred from School X to School Y to take the place of Principal B while Principal NL—a newly hired New Leaders graduate—replaced Principal A in School X.

In this scenario, the estimates of the effectiveness of Principal NL could be compared with the estimates of Principals A and B, but not with any other principals. The effectiveness of Principal B, thus, would be largely determined by whether Principals A and B were effective or ineffective. For example, Principal NL, with an estimated effectiveness of +0.2,

**Figure 1. Connected Network of Comparison Principals in Two Schools**
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might be considered to have average effectiveness because Principal A was more effective (+0.8 and +0.5) while Principal B was less effective (-0.4). But, if Principal A had negative estimates of effectiveness in both schools, then Principal NL might be considered an effective principal. Thus, even if Principal NL’s true effectiveness was the same in both scenarios, the estimates of Principal NL’s effectiveness would be determined in large part by the effectiveness of Principal A. The point here is that estimates of principal effectiveness would be based on arbitrarily connected relationships among principals and schools rather than a systemic estimate across all principals and schools.

*In districts* with a longer time frame, the connected network of schools and principals might be larger, thus increasing the comparison group of principals. For example, instead of only being compared with Principals A and B as in Figure 1, Principal NL would now be compared with Principals A, B, and C.

If we assume that the average principal remained at her or his school for three years, then the greatest number of principals employed at the same school as the New Leaders principal would be three. Thus, the estimates of the New Leaders principal would be largely determined by the effectiveness of these other three principals. Even if all three of these other principals transferred from their original schools to different schools within the same district, the number of comparison principals might expand to 6 or even 8 other principals. But, as Chiang, *et al.* found in Pennsylvania, most comparisons would include only 1 or 2 other principals. The RAND study did not document the number of principals involved in the comparisons for each district or for the pooled results; nor did the study even discuss this issue.

This approach to estimating principal effectiveness is problematic for several reasons. First, each principal is compared with only a very small set of other principals. Thus, the effectiveness of the prior and subsequent principals greatly influences the estimate of effectiveness of the newly hired NL principals and newly hired non-NL principals. Such small comparison groups result in comparisons that do not yield accurate estimates of principal effectiveness.

Second, and related to the first issue, the length of tenure of the principal immediately preceding a newly hired principal could influence the estimate of the effectiveness of the principal under study. For example, let us assume the tenure of a principal preceding a

---

**Figure 2. Connected Network of Comparison Principals in Two Schools with a Longer Time Frame**

---
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NL principal was greater than the tenure of the principal immediately preceding a non-NL principal. Given that the effectiveness of principals generally increases with tenure at a school\textsuperscript{17} and principals following principals with extended lengths of tenure often benefit from the policies, procedures, and systems implemented by the prior principal,\textsuperscript{18} the NL principal could appear more effective than the non-NL principal simply because the NL principal landed in a more advantageous position than the non-NL.\textsuperscript{19} The study did not control for the different lengths of tenure of the principals preceding the newly hired principals. Even if the researchers had wanted to control for this factor, the report’s appendix suggests such data was simply not always available.

The RAND study simply fails to explain these details of its analytic approach, thus leaving the reader in the dark about the small and uncontrolled nature of the comparisons.

\textbf{VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions}

While the statistical analyses in this study are similar to the best available analyses of principal effectiveness and are superior to most efforts to evaluate PPP effectiveness, there are a number of serious issues that further render the study highly problematic.

Its most glaring and important flaws are the failure to adequately explain the details of the analyses and the failure to include a review of the literature on estimating principal effectiveness. If the study had faithfully reviewed the available literature, the study would have recognized the severe limitations of the approach employed; it also would acknowledge that the estimates used were inaccurate indicators of a principal’s influence on test scores.

For example, Grissom, Kalgorides, and Loeb (p. 22) conclude their evaluation of statistical efforts to estimate principal effectiveness by stating,

\begin{quote}
    it is important to think carefully about what the measures are revealing about each principal’s contribution and to use the measures for what they are, which is not as a clear indicator of principals’ specific impact on student test score growth.\textsuperscript{20}
\end{quote}

Branch, Hanushek, and Rivken as well as Chiang, Lipscomb, and Gill arrive at a similar conclusion—that the estimates of effectiveness are not particularly accurate. Indeed, Chiang, \textit{et al}. (p. 26) contend that if principal evaluations include principals with less than three years of experience (as this study does), then “using measures of school effectiveness as the basis for [principal] evaluations is an invalid method for gauging the principals’ true effectiveness.”\textsuperscript{21}

As noted, the study found very small effect sizes and inconsistent results across grade levels and districts, yet concluded that New Leaders principals are more effective than other principals. This conclusion is not justified. We simply don’t know whether New Leaders principals are more effective; only a study that included a wide variety of
additional measures, such as surveys of teachers, supervisors, and students associated with the principals and interviews/surveys of graduates of the PPPs, would provide enough evidence to make such a claim. Even then, the claim would need to be made cautiously as researchers have simply been unable to agree on a strategy to accurately estimate principal effectiveness.\textsuperscript{22}

In addition, there are at least 6 other problems with this report. These include:

1) The study does not convincingly rule out district effects.

2) The study relies on multiple VAMs that employ different variables from one site to another.

3) The study fails to account for peer effects and the academic profiles of entrants and leavers.

4) The study does not examine the potential impact that changes in the pre- and post-achievement tests could have had on the results.

5) The study does not explore how the distribution of scores could have affected the results.

6) The executive summary presents an overly positive and unbalanced picture of the study’s findings.

1) The study does not convincingly rule out district effects.

While the study notes that the effects of New Leaders principals varies across districts, the study does not convincingly rule out that district factors heavily influenced the results. At the lower grade level, the study notes that four districts had positive results, four districts had negative results, and two districts had insignificant results. It is unclear how the study derived these characterizations, particularly with respect to New York, one of the two districts described as having small and insignificant results. In New York, 17 of the possible 24 results (2 school levels x 3 years of principal tenure x 2 subject areas x 2 approaches) were statistically significant and negative. Thus, one could argue 5 of the 10 districts had negative results.

What we don’t know is how these districts differed and how these differences might be driving the results found in the study. This possibility is left largely unexplored, thus leaving the reader wondering if the positive results say more about the districts than about New Leaders.

2) The study relies on multiple VAMs that employ different variables and, thus, different ways of measuring effectiveness

The study relies on 10 different VAMs at the lower grade level and 5 different VAMs at the high school level. Not all of the VAMs include the same set of variables. Some of the VAMs...
exclude key variables, such as participation in the FRPL program, the percentage of students receiving free lunch, and the percentage of male students. Other VAMs include only one year of principal tenure data—another key variable in the analyses. The VAMs also rely on a wide array of different tests in different subject areas across the sites, and these tests most certainly measure different constructs within a subject area. Further, as mentioned below, the tests—and likely the constructs measured—changed over time. Because of all of these issues, principal effectiveness was measured in different ways across time and across districts. In fact, because different tests were used by different districts, even the construct of “principal effectiveness” as measured by test scores is likely different across districts. The study had to tackle these problems because of the very nature of the placement of New Leaders principals across many districts. The point here is not that the study did a poor job in addressing these issues, but rather that the study did not adequately acknowledge these issues as potentially problematic when pooling results across many principals in different years and in different districts.

3) The study fails to account for peer effects and the academic profiles of entrants and leavers

While a number of studies have found that peer effects influence student outcomes, this study does not include peer effects in the analysis; nor does the study discuss the potential influence of peer effects. This is particularly important given that many of the schools led by New Leaders are charter schools or schools located in districts with school choice options. The academic characteristics of students can vary dramatically among schools, particularly when there are school choice options.

Moreover, the study fails to describe the academic profiles of students entering and leaving schools. This is important for two reasons. First, if schools led by New Leaders principals systemically lost lower-performing students and gained higher-performing students, this could alter the peer effects in such a way as to positively bias the results in favor of the New Leaders principal.

Second, since the analytic approaches employed in the study relied on a comparison of students remaining in a school with students entering or leaving a school, a comparison of the academic performance of entrants and leavers across schools would uncover any systematic patterns that might bias the results.

4) The study does not examine the potential impact changes in the pre- and post-achievement tests could have had on the results

As mentioned previously, the study relied on a number of different student achievement tests, and these tests changed over time in 5 of the 10 districts. Thus, for many of the analyses, the initial student achievement scores were associated with one test, while the final student achievement scores were assessed with a different test (the Appendix describing the methodology did not provide details on the number of comparisons that
were affected by the change in tests). Partially in response to this situation, the study appropriately converted student scale scores into normal curve equivalent (NCE) scores. If the change in tests resulted in either a change in the constructs measured or in a reallocation of the number of items associated with the constructs assessed by the tests, however, then the change in NCE scores as an indicator of growth could be misleading.\textsuperscript{25} Although achievement tests would still be highly correlated under such scenarios, the unaccounted-for variance in this relationship, by itself, would simply swamp the small magnitude of the reported effect sizes. Thus, the change in the distribution of scores across tests complicates the comparison of scores—including NCE scores—across tests. Again, the study employs reasonably appropriate techniques to deal with such issues, but fails to discuss or explore them as possible limitations to the study.

5) The study does not explore how the distribution of scores could have impacted the results

The study does not report the average scale scores, NCE scores, or the distribution of either the scale scores or NCE scores by school. Knowing the distribution of the scores for each school—especially the NCE scores, since the analyses relied on the NCE scores—is important because answering one additional question correctly or incorrectly for students at the lower or upper tails of the distribution can translate into much greater changes in NCE scores than answering one additional question correctly or incorrectly for students in the middle of the distribution. If a disproportionate percentage of students start at the lower or upper tails of the distribution for particular schools, then changes over time can be misleading.

6) The executive summary presents an overly positive and unbalanced picture of the study’s findings.

Rather than including a complete review of the findings, the report—particularly the executive summary—focuses on the few positive findings of the analyses. For example, with respect to the principal tenure analyses, there were 24 possible results across both school levels and only one positive statistically significant result. That one positive statistically significant result (principal tenure equals 3 years for reading at the high school level under the student/school fixed effects approach) was highlighted without any reference to the two negative, also statistically significant, results or the 21 results that were not statistically significant.

The study is on more solid footing with respect to the findings at the lower grade levels, but it glosses over 4 negative results and 16 not statistically significant results out of the 24 findings reported. A more balanced review would have mentioned all of these findings. If the study focused only on the positive findings because of some research-based reason, it was not clearly presented.
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VII. Usefulness of the Report for Guidance of Policy and Practice

This evaluation is both useful and not useful, albeit for different interested parties.

With respect to researchers in this arena, the study provides a rich description of a thoughtful approach to evaluating principal effectiveness and PPP effectiveness. Those attempting to evaluate principals and especially PPPs will find this study quite informative.

More importantly, though, with respect to policymakers, this study is potentially harmful. The positive interpretation of small and sometimes negative results, and the failure to adequately explain the methods and the limitations of those methods, could misleadingly suggest that evaluation approaches such as the one contained in the study could be used in high-stakes accountability systems for principals and PPPs.

Current research is very clear about this—the estimates presented in the study do not accurately capture principal effectiveness and should not be used to make high-stakes decisions about individuals or programs. Even if the results did accurately capture principal effectiveness, the very small effect sizes and inconsistencies in the findings related to NL principal effectiveness casts in doubt the over-arching conclusion that New Leaders preparation results in more effective principals. Only when used in combination with a wealth of other qualitative and quantitative data would results from evaluations such as this one potentially be useful to PPP personnel in improving practice. Thus, ultimately, this study misses a very important opportunity to discuss these issues and inform policymakers about the problems and prospects of using the strategies it employs.
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